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Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
??????????????????????????????“??”?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????“??”???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????“?????”?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Ugly’s Electrical References, 2020 Edition is the gold standard on-the-job reference
tool of choice for electrical industry professionals. Offering the most pertinent, up-todate information used by electricians, including: updated NEC code and table change
information, mathematical formulas, NEMA wiring configurations, conduit bending
guide, ampacity and conduit fill information, transformer and control circuit wiring
diagrams, and conversion tables. New Features of this Edition: • Updated to reflect
changes to the 2020 National Electrical Code (NEC) • Expanded coverage of the
following topics: o Junction Box size calculations o Selecting, testing, and using
multimeters to measure voltage, resistance, and current o Selecting, testing, and using
a clamp-on ammeter to measure current o Selecting, testing, and using a non-contact
voltage tester
???“????????”??——?????????????IV???????The Famous
Five????3??????1500???????????? ????????(Million-Word Reading Project,
MWRP)?????????????????????ESL/EFL learners?????????????????????1500???????
????????????????????15?????????????????3000????????????????????????????????
??? ???????????????????? ?????? ???? | 88.1 ??? | 40859 1500???? | 2318 1500?????
| 515 ???(%) | 5.67 ????????(%) | 1.26 ????? | 4.50 ??5??????? | 136 ??2??????? | 315
?????? ??????????•????Enid Blyton?????????“?????”?The Famous Five??3?????????
?????Julian?????Dick?????Anne????????????????George?????????Georgina???????
????????Timmy?? ??????????Kirrin Cottage?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????Kirrin Island?? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???•????1897?1968????“?
??”?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????50?????????????
?
Offers guidance to the already married and to those planning marriage on staying in
love and growing together and deals realistically with the challenges of married life

???????2011????? ??????????? ????????????????????? ???????????????…… ??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????…… ????????? ??????????????? ????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ??????????
UgliesUglies; Pretties; Specials; ExtrasSimon Pulse
Fox Pictures has bought the rights to the film, which will be played by Taylor, who
plays the werewolf in the Twilight movie. Lott leads the starring Hugh Jackman
supervised its creation and death, and it stared at everything. Finn can't
remember his childhood. He doesn't remember his previous life in Incaseron- this
is a forbidden place that has been sealed off for hundreds of years, where
prisoners live in prisons, abandoned cities, and endless wilderness. People can
escape. Then, he found a crystal key and a girl named Claudia. Claudia's father
is the Warden of Incaseron.
A story about young women lovers in Taiwan, their love, struggles and life as
different group of people in the society.
??????????? ??????????? ?????????? ??????????50? ?????????????? ???????
????Top15 ??????????No.2 ????????No.3 ???? ???????? ????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????…… ?????????????????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ??????? ??
?????????•???? ?? ????????????? ??? ?????????? ??? ????? ???? ???????????
??? ??????? ??? ?????? ??? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????……?????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Petfinder????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????Talking Animals?????? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Livin
g a Charmed Life??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??The Girl Genius Guide to Life??? ?????? ??????? W. Bruce Cameron ????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
This is the first book in New York Times bestselling author Scott Westerfeld’s
Midnighters series. A few nights after Jessica Day arrives in Bixby, Oklahoma,
she wakes up at midnight to find the entire world frozen. For one secret hour
each night, the town belongs to the dark creatures that haunt the shadows. And
only a small group of people—Jessica included—is free to move about then. They
are The Midnighters. The Secret Hour is the first book in the Midnighters trilogy,
from the acclaimed New York Times bestselling author of the Uglies series.
??????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
????????......??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????? ?
????????????????????????????????????? ? ???????Goodreads 50????5?????? ?
??????10?YA???????YA??????????????????????????? ? ??????????????????iBook?????? ?
??????? Top10????????? No.1 ? 40????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??•?? Kiera
Cass ???????????The Siren????????????????????????????????
A Comprehensive Guide to American Garage, Psychedelic and Hippie Rock (1964-1975)
Haunted. Outcast. Cursed. Meet Peri Jean Mace. She’s a psychic medium who’d rather get
into a fist-fight than communicate with the dead. Her problem? Talking to ghosts is the only
way Peri Jean can save her own life. If you like Southern-fried Urban Fantasy starring a no-bull
heroine, you’ll love the Peri Jean Mace Ghost Thriller series. Step into a shadowy world of
ghosts, curses, and murder for a wild ride through East Texas and beyond. Box Set 1 includes
first 3 books in the Peri Jean Mace Ghost Thriller series: Forever Road, Black Opal, and Rocks
& Gravel. Download it today and stay up all night with Peri Jean Mace. Book 1: Forever Road
A world full of ghosts. A reluctant psychic medium. Destiny only knocks once—then it kicks
down the door. Peri Jean Mace thinks seeing ghosts is a curse, but her murdered trailer trash
cousin doesn’t care. She wants Peri Jean to expose her killer. Peri Jean figures out everyone
in her one-stoplight East Texas town has something to hide. And one of them will kill to hide
the truth. In over her head, Peri Jean has to overcome her fear and face her curse or end up
the next victim. Book 2: Black Opal A magical gemstone. A haunted plantation house. A
murderer on the loose. Destiny and ghosts can really ruin a road trip. Peri Jean Mace travels to
Louisiana’s plantation country to catch her two-timing boyfriend with his pants down. A car
wreck later, she’s stuck in a house full of strangers solving a decades-old murder mystery. But
when Peri Jean finds a necklace that enhances her supernatural abilities, she unearths secrets
a murderer thought forever buried. Now a target herself, Peri Jean is in a race against a stonecold killer masquerading as a regular person. Can Peri Jean figure out the truth in time? Book
3: Rocks & Gravel A cursed fortune. A vengeful ghost. Ruthless treasure hunters. Destiny
doesn’t care if you have other plans. Peri Jean Mace avoids the ill-fated Mace Treasure every
which way she can. A girl needs some semblance of normal in her life. But when a ghost steals
treasure clues, Peri Jean learns a frightening truth about her ancestry and the Mace Treasure
curse. Now Peri Jean must team up with a condemned spirit to prevent cutthroat treasure
hunters from activating the curse. Failure will unleash the fury of hell upon Gaslight City,
destroying everything and everybody Peri Jean loves. Can Peri Jean kiss normal goodbye fast
enough to save all she loves?
????????????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????80?
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
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????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????…… ??????? ???????? https://www.facebook.com/darknighthouse
The first volume of an original graphic novel series for young adults, from New York
Times—bestselling author Scott Westerfeld Three years ago an event destroyed the small city
of Poughkeepsie, forever changing reality within its borders. Uncanny manifestations and lethal
dangers now await anyone who enters the Spill Zone. The Spill claimed Addison’s parents
and scarred her little sister, Lexa, who hasn’t spoken since. Addison provides for her sister by
photographing the Zone's twisted attractions on illicit midnight rides. Art collectors pay top
dollar for these bizarre images, but getting close enough for the perfect shot can mean
death—or worse. When an eccentric collector makes a million-dollar offer, Addison breaks her
own hard-learned rules of survival and ventures farther than she has ever dared. Within the
Spill Zone, Hell awaits—and it seems to be calling Addison's name. Find out what happens in
Spill Zone. And don't miss the sequel, Spill Zone: The Broken Vow. This is a stunning graphic
novel written by the author of the Uglies series, the Leviathan and Midnighters trilogies, as well
as So Yesterday, Peeps, and The Last Days. This book is printed in stunning full color, with art
by Alex Puvilland and colors by Hilary Sycamore. The trade paperback edition includes a
21-page bonus comic. This title has Common Core connections. Praise for Spill Zone:
“Addison is particularly complex: though she is sympathetic, her decisions are intentionally
presented as morally questionable. Harsh profanity and violence make this a more appropriate
choice for mature readers. This unnerving, gripping title—Westerfeld’s first original graphic
novel—is bound to entice older comics fans, especially those interested in darker sci-fi and
nuanced characterization. . . . A must-have for teen and graphic novel collections.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Fascinating and hard to forget.” —Publishers Weekly “A little dark, a little twisted,
and completely enthralling.” —Marissa Meyer, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of The
Lunar Chronicles and Heartless "Amazing." —io9 "Expect some stunning sci-fi spectacle when
Addison ventures into the Spill Zone." —A.V. Club "Readers will have no problem rooting for
Addison—and fearing for her. . . . As frightening as Spill Zone can be, though, its greatest asset
is its muscle tensing suspense. Reading it feels like binge-watching a great cable series,
complete with the same feeling of despair you get when you finish the final episode and realize
you've got . . . to wait for the next season." —The New York Times "Puvilland, an animator for
DreamWorks, has a rough, kinetic style that brings to life the rough, kinetic world of Spill Zone.
. . . Westerfeld does not overburden the story with unnecessary dialogue or narration. He deftly
joins the ranks of other established YA authors like M. T. Anderson and Marissa Meyer who,
as of late, have taken a break from prose to produce comics." —The New York Review of
Books "If Katniss Everdeen’s your gal, you’re going to want to meet Addison Merrit, another
teen trying to make the best of her dystopic surroundings." —Entertainment Weekly "Spill Zone
is an absolute must read. It’s a brilliant work of art that is easily one of this year’s best comics.
Engaging, exciting, and mysterious, this comic will consume you." —Nerdist "YA superstar Scott
'Uglies' Westerfeld and artist Alex Puvilland tell the spooky, action-packed tale of Addison, one
of the few survivors of the mysterious events that destroyed Poughkeepsie, New York, turning
it into a spooky, Night-Vale-ish place where mutant animals, floating living corpses, and people
trapped in two-dimensional planes live amid strange permanent winds that create funnels of
old electronics and medical waste." —Boing Boing
Contains the first three books of the Maxim Colonies Series: Book 1: Jailmates This wasn't in
the contract. Simon Quigley had no idea what to expect when he agreed to do this for the
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money, but the eight-foot-tall pink alien isn't what he was expecting. For starters, Simon's
straight. And Mohrn isn't a girl. The contract? It's unbreakable. It's going to be a long five
years... Book 1 in the Maxim Colonies series. This sci-fi/space opera romance features a male
human and a non-binary alien paring, a "mail-order bride" for hire trope, m-preg, aliens who
look like aliens, smol and tall pairing, and a guaranteed HEA! Book 2: Farborn He's not from
around here… Davies McKellan is a man without a true home. The cocky mining contractor
navigator has spent his entire adult life roaming the stars and refusing to be tied down by
anyone. But that doesn't come without cost. Like loneliness. When Davies makes his first run
to the planet Pfahrn, he meets Olarte, a Pfahrn who intrigues him in ways he never dreamed
possible. Except duplicity and deadly secrets are a killer combo that'll make any man rethink
his past. And if the eight-foot-tall green alien is Davies' future, he might be down for that. He's
got priorities, though. Like making sure they uncover the truth first, and don't die in the process.
Book 2 in the Maxim Colonies series. This sci-fi/space opera romance features a male human
and a non-binary alien paring, a life-or-death interstellar showdown, m-preg, aliens who look
like aliens, smol and tall pairing, and a guaranteed HEA! Book 3: Saudade The love that
remains… Kivia Quigley never expected to be the mother-in-law to an eight-foot-tall pink alien,
but she's not complaining. The widow is more than happy to have some joy in her family's life,
for a change. And when she meets Dr. Mafer H'looder, a brilliant Veraci scientist, she realizes
that, despite their drastic physiological differences, they have a lot more in common than just
being able to speak each other's languages. Like grief, longing, and loneliness. And a greedy,
megalomaniacal psychopath determined to get what he wants out of both of them. Book 3 in
the Maxim Colonies series. This second-chance sci-fi/space opera romance features a female
human and a male four-armed alien paring, a somewhat kinky alien scientist, a seriously angry
adversary, aliens who look like aliens, and a guaranteed HEA!
????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????……?????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????????????????????? ????
http://www.locuspublishing.com/events/1111R061/
????????????????... ??H.G. Wells??????The Island of Doctor
Moreau?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Glee?Gossip
Girls????????? ??????????????? ?2013??????? ???????? ?2012????????? ????????
?????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ????????????????……
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ?????????????????????????????? ?? ——
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ??????????????????????? ??????????????????? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????????——???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????……???? ???????????????????????????????
Destiny meets history in the complete boxed set of the riveting, New York Times bestselling
Leviathan trilogy. It is the cusp of World War I. The Austro-Hungarians and Germans have their
Clankers, steam-driven iron machines loaded with guns and ammunition. The British
Darwinists employ genetically fabricated animals as their weaponry. Their Leviathan is a whale
airship, and the most masterful beast in the British fleet. In this striking futuristic rendition of an
alternate past where machines are pitted against genetically modified beasts, Aleksandar
Ferdinand, a Clanker, and Deryn Sharp, a Darwinist, are on opposite sides in the First World
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War. But their paths cross in the most unexpected way, and together they embark on an
around-the-world adventure….One that will change both their lives forever. This collectible
boxed set contains the complete Leviathan trilogy: Leviathan, Behemoth, and Goliath.
Design patterns are comprehensive, well-tested solutions to common problems that
developers everywhere encounter each day. Although designed for solving general
programming issues, some of them have been successfully adapted to the specific needs of
Web development.php architect's Guide to PHP Design Patterns is the first comprehensive
guide to the application of design patterns to the PHP development language. Designed to
satisfy the need of enterprise-strength development, you will find this book an excellent way to
learn about design patterns and an irreplaceable reference for your day-to-day
programming.With coverage of more than 16 different types of patterns, including Model-ViewController, Iterator, MockObject, Register, Proxy, ActiveRecord, DataMapper and many, many
others, this book is the ideal resource for your enterprise development with PHP 4 and PHP 5.*
Includes over 16 design patterns* Each pattern is discussed in detail with practical code
applications* Covers both PHP 4 and PHP 5* Provides a thorough test-driven approach to
design patterns* Code is available online
?????????? ??????????????????????? ? ?????????????(???????????????????????……) ?
?????????????????????????????????????Chris Columbus????????Joe
Stillma?????2010?????????(????????????????) ?
???????2005????????2008??????????????????????????? ???????? ? ?????????????? ?
??????????? ? ??????????????? ? ???????????? ? ?????????????? ? ????????????? ?
??NBC????The Today Show?????????? ? ??????????? ? VOYA????? ? YALSA???????? ?
CCBC????? ? ??????? ? ?????????????? ? ??????????? ? ??????????? ? ???????????? ?
????????? ? ????????? ? ???????? ? ?????????? ? ??????? ? ???????????? ? ?????????????
? ????????????? ? ??????????? ? ???????????? ? ????????? ?????? ? ???????????????? ????
??J.K.????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ??????????? ???????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?
?????????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ? ???????????/???????????????????????????????????&?????? ?????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
……???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
? ???????????????????? ?YALSA???????????????? ????????Goodreads???????????????
???????????? ?NCIBA?????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????…… ??????????????????30????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????Aether???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????Vale?????????????????Roar?????????????????Reef????????????????? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????Marron????????????(??????cimarrón)????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???
Hunter Braque, a New York City teenager who is paid by corporations to spot what is "cool,"
combines his analytical skills with girlfriend Jen's creative talents to find a missing person and
thwart a conspiracy directed at the heart of consumer culture.
??????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????? ??J.K.??????? I Love It! ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????Mary
Renault??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????Helen Simonson???
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Donna Tartt??? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????THE LOST BOOKS OF THE ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason??? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????Joanna Trollope????
????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????
?????? ?2012??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA
Today ?????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????? ???????? ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??O
magazine ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????2012??????????? ????????????????????????????????Mary
Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Catherine Conybeare?
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????jrue
???????????????????????????????????????BL???????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRT
????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????? ?????elish
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRW
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????vernier
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????Astraes ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Heero
????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach
???“????????”??——?????????????IV???????The Famous Five????4??????1500????????????
????????(Million-Word Reading Project, MWRP)?????????????????????ESL/EFL learners???
??????????????????1500???????????????????????????15?????????????????3000?????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????? ???? | 86.7 ??? | 41583
1500???? | 2285 1500????? | 534 ???(%) | 5.50 ????????(%) | 1.28 ????? | 4.28 ??5??????? |
143 ??2??????? | 344 ?????? ??????????•????Enid Blyton?????????“?????”?The Famous Fiv
e??4??????????????Julian?????Dick?????Anne????????????????George?????????Georgina
???????????????Timmy?? ?????????——?????Kirrin Cottage??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????——????Smuggler’s Top???????????????????????????????
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Looking for your newest binge read? Grab these 3 full-length romantic suspense books and
ignite your love for Steele Ridge's favorite foodies--The Kingstons. Take this family adventure
and discover intrigue, heroism, and--most of all—epic love. Craving HEAT by Adrienne
Giordano - Maggie Kingston is a woman working in a man’s world…and doing a damn good
job. Being Steele Ridge’s first female sheriff isn’t easy. Especially when your cousins are
magnets for trouble. The Steeles do everything the hard way, but Maggie’s tougher than she
looks. Nothing shakes this sheriff until her cousin brings one of his superstar players—and the
accompanying media circus—to town. The press can’t get enough of the sexy quarterback. And
neither can Maggie… Jayson Tucker devoted his whole career to the New York Knights. So
when the team takes a rookie’s side over his after a locker room brawl, he takes refuge from
the spotlight. Except reporters aren’t the only ones after him. Someone wants Jayson
benched. Permanently. When the threat becomes deadly, hiding won’t be enough. And in
Steele Ridge, security comes in the luscious form of its gorgeous, no-nonsense sheriff.
Jayson’s always fought his own battles. The closer he gets to Maggie, the less he’s willing to
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risk her being caught in the crossfire. Yet Maggie is no damsel in distress. She’s more than
capable of keeping her town—and her man—safe. But can she say the same about her heart?
Tasting FIRE by Kelsey Browning - Fire in one hand, ashes in the other Studious tutor Emmy
McKay fell in love with Cash Kingston over a biology textbook, never expecting the high school
football hero to give her a second thought. But his feelings for her burned just as hot. All too
soon, Emmy’s choices destroyed their youthful relationship, reducing it to a pile of ash. Years
later, she has landed her dream job as an ER doctor in her hometown. Now it’s time to win
back her dream man. As a firefighter and tactical medic, Cash Kingston is no stranger to whiteknuckle situations. But when he learns his beautiful—and brilliant—ex-girlfriend has returned to
Steele Ridge, he feels as if he’s standing on the roof of a blazing building. With no escape
route in sight. Emmy is the only woman who’s ever had the power to build him up one minute
and burn him down the next. But when someone targets Emmy and they begin to suspect the
danger stems from their past relationship, it’s impossible for Cash to stay detached. Will the
struggle to untangle a web of half-truths bring them closer together, or will it tear them apart for
good? Searing NEED by Tracey Devlyn - To escape a brutal killer, a brilliant researcher teams
up with a tortured soldier who poses an even greater threat... to her heart. Her sister might be
the law and her brothers the brawn, but Riley Kingston is definitely the brains of the family.
She’s a talented botanist well on her way to a PhD—so why does she feel like a failure? Fired
from a dream project in Costa Rica, Riley’s stuck back in her hometown. Cataloguing plants
on Steele land keeps her busy, but it’s far from compelling work. Until she discovers a
fascinating new specimen. One with a body made for pleasure . . . and eyes filled with a pain
she longs to understand. Delta Force operator Coen Monroe doesn’t want to be studied. Not
even by the sexy scientist whose inquisitive glances stir up desires he isn’t ready to handle.
He came to Steele Ridge to be alone, to battle his nightmares and the memories triggering
them. But Riley’s gentle seduction is as relentless as her curiosity. She soothes his wounded
soul . . . and fires up his defensive instincts. But when her research sparks a deadly
conspiracy, Coen is exactly what she needs. When Riley is targeted by a sociopath bent on
silencing her forever, Coen will do anything to protect her. But can he save the woman he
loves without losing himself in the process? Although all books are stand alones, if you would
like to read the entire Steele Ridge series chronologically, the following is the correct order:
The Beginning - The Steeles Going Hard - The Steeles Living Fast - The Steeles Loving Deep
- The Steeles Breaking Free - The Steeles Roaming Wild - The Steeles Stripping Bare - The
Steeles Enduring Love - The Steeles Craving Heat - The Kingstons Tasting Fire - The
Kingstons Searing Need - The Kingstons Vowing Love - The Steeles Striking Edge - The
Kingstons Burning Ache - The Kingstons
The complete New York Times bestselling Uglies series is available as a collectible boxed set.
The future isn’t far away. In Tally Youngblood’s world, looks matter. She lives in a society
created to function with perfect-looking people who never have a chance to think for
themselves. And she’s tired of it. First as an ugly, then a pretty, and finally a special, Tally
takes down the social infrastructure. And then, a generation later, a world obsessed with fame
and instant celebrity—and filled with extras—will reap the consequences. This collectible boxed
set contains the complete Ugles series: Uglies, Pretties, Specials, and Extras.
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